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ABSTRACT:

KEYWORDS

We are using solar power largly 
where heat is to generated like solar 
heater where the quality of the 
power generated is not relevant if 
heat is to be provided ,but for other 
applications where quality of power 
m a t t e rs  l i ke  s o p h i s t i c a t e d  
appliances (mobiles ,laptops etc) 
DC production from Inverters 
through filters consists of lots of 
harmonics due to improper and 
inefficient way of filtering out the 
h a r m o n i c s  p r a c t i c a l l y.  S o  
researcher propose a system that 
uses DC power directly from 
PhotoVoltaics, condition them to 
obtain more quality power, which 
will be easier  because now we are 
filtering a DC waveform.

DC Nanogrid , sophisticated appliances , harmonics practically , DC waveform.
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“ DC NANOGRID: NOW AND THEN “
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“ DC NANOGRID: NOW AND THEN “

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES

HYPOTHESIS

Fossil fuels and coal are the main sources of energy used in the world today. Burning of the fuels 
produces GHG(green house gases ) and the world is looking towards new sources of energy. Renewable  
sources are being explored like wind and solar power. Wind power can only be generated in places 
where there is sufficient wind. So the governments across the world are concentrating in solar power . 
It is present everywhere and easy to be tapped.

The areas having low insolation depends on hydro power which is almost saturated now. The 
cost of electricity is sky rocketing with passing years. The Government is promoting solar energy with 
dedicated schemes like ANERT(Agency for Non Conventional Energy and Rural Technology). This 
scheme provides solar electrification in houses and buildings by converting solar energy into AC current 
using photo voltaic effect and is stored in batteries. This stored energy is in DC form. An inverter is used 
to convert this DC to AC which equates the power to grid utility.

The objective of this research is to propose a stand alone system which can be used as a utility 
power system in office buildings, specially in places with low insolation ,which comes in the region of 
medium insolation. So to become independent of the utility grid we have to use the power available 
judiciously and in a controlled manner. This can only be done if we reduce the losses that occur due to 
switching elements used in Inverters. So  here we obtain power from photovoltaics,provide DC power 
tapping points   with the help of a supporting circuitory and associated wiring  in various ranges or 
nodes of  3V,5V,12V,24V etc and use them for the different purposes such as charging the mobile 
,laptop,emergency lamps ,lighting,fans  ,solar air conditioners etc and all the other applications which 
require DC power .

Solar grid can be considered as a solution but not as a permanent one because the state obtains 
very less  andinconsistant sunshine round the year. The climatic conditions  cannot be changed so we 
have to make most of the sunshine. The solar energy  is converted into electric energy  by photovoltaics 
which stores the energy in batteries. This energy stored in the batteries  is converted to AC  by an 
inverter . Power Electronics prove that a large part of the energy is lost in switching which cannot  be 
tolerated when the available power  so less and inconsistant. Adding to this is the losses due to reactive 
power  due to nonlinear loads . The harmonics produced due to high speed switching  produces poor 
quality power hence producing imperfect sine waveform. 
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FINDINGS

The incoming solar power is stored in batteries which is in DC form. This DC is then converted to 
AC which is then applied to the various appliances. The various appliances like mobile charger,laptop, 
refrigerator, led lights etc works on regulated DC supply. So the energy has to be reconvertred into DC. 
All these conversions are resulted from excessive switching resulting in loss of power and generating of 
heat .all these conversions are associated with a transformer which also produces heat . In places 
where there is inconsistent radiation  this system can be very discomforting because one cannot fully 
depend on the solar energy  system. These places are also considered low on obtaining solar energy in 
the range of 10% of the total sunlight that reaches the earth , owing to clouds presence , rains, lots of 
trees, vegetation,forest and less land area . Low insolation areas ,the south Indian state  is one such 
example. 

Low insolation areas depends heavily on hydro power grid.  State Electricity Board(SEB ) 
proposes a grid connected solar power system in which excess power can be fed back to the grid after 
the household usage ,which will result in reduction in billing. 60% of the land in low insolation areas  are 
residential and imagine all the households going solar, large storage capacity will be required by the grid 
to store the vast amount of power fed back which will  need a large investment , support and logistics 
making it practically non viable.

Multilevel Inverters are used as a modern development in inverter technology which involves 
PWM(Pulse Width Modulation) techniques for high speed switching  .More the switching , more the 
accuracy which insures more quality but results in more heat production and reduces the life of the 
inverter and is more prone  to harmonics practically.

The use of transformers add to the weight of the component and add to the complexity of the 
system ,cost and  heat production . Reactive power adds to the power loss due to non linear load.

3
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Independent Solar Grid provides us a solution to some extent to this problem.At an initial stage 
this can be applied to isolated small building requirements. The inverter can be avoided( saving the 
available power from loss of switching) and depend on DC power  which will result in usage of the solar 
energy with greater efficiency, low cost  and hardware. We will also need batteries that can store power 
at larger capacity so that excess power can be stored .Presently we use the utility grid power of 
240V,50Hertz.

Batteries can be used to store excess power resulting after day hours. The load only operates 
during sunlight hours, making these designs suitable for common applications such as ventilation fans, 
water pumps, and small circulation pumps for solar thermal water heating systems. Excess power can 
be used to operate LED bulbs for  lighting and low end uses.

The AC world offers high cost ,high loss and low efficiency. Not only this multiple conversions are 
required at different stages.Systems operating in DC operate with 20-40% less heat and reduces power 
of consumption upto 30%. DC systems also offers flexibility and simplicity  to installations and 
decreases maintainance requirements. DC systems are not susceptible to harmonics.

DC coupling of system inputs for small systems may have an advantage in simplicity and lower 
component cost were the power transmission distance is short and the system power is fairly low.The 
solar array and associated wiring operates in the extra low voltage class mode therefore it could be 
considered to have some safety advantages.

One of the disadvantage with  the DC extra low voltage class typically means high electric 
currents need to flow in the solar array and sub array cables to obtain the same power as systems 
working at higher voltages. High currents often need to be carried by very heavy costly copper cables 
which can also be difficult to manage and very costly to install,but ifwe  implement DC on a smaller 
scale ,the system can be viable . 

Thomas Alva Edison once said in 1889 “My personnel desire would be to prohibit entirely the 
use of Alternating Currents. They are as unnecessary as they are dangerous. I can therefore see no 
justification for the introduction of a system which has no element of permanency and every element 
of danger to life and property”.

The existing AC systems are not practical to be replaced with DC systems so researcher propose 
a system at individual level that  is  a DC  Nano Off grid power system.This new system requires that 
each building should become energy efficient and to become energy independent the future building 
have to combine energy saving construction designs ,energy saving applications with renewable power  
sources and highly Eco-friendly.  Today photovoltaic solar power systems are the most prominent 
power source for these buildings. The solar cells of solar power systems generate DC current and 
interestingly lighting, energy efficient building heating, ventilation, air-condition and cooling are all 
already operating with an internal DC supply voltage today. So it would be just convenient to connect 
DC power sources with DC loads by means of an even more energy efficient DC power grid. Research 
would also like it to be called a Nano grid because  it supplies power to individual buildings.  This grid 
can also provide AC supply which can be used to feed back to the utility mains to reduce your electricity 
bills by using a solar inverter.The energy efficiency advantages of DC electricity distribution also 
contributes to the use of a DC Nano Grid. This is due to a higher RMS voltage in theDC grid on a level 
slightly above the amplitude of the maximum AC mains voltage. Power cables with resistive  load recur 
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55% less loss in case of DC systems over their AC counterparts. The reactive component is absent in DC 
systems which also enhances the loss reduction. With nonlinear loads the loss reduction increases to 
20% for DC systems.

Any electric system consists of 3 parts Generation Transmission and Distribution. In the initial 
part researcher will discuss about the requirements of an isolated building most probably an office that 
operates during day time, the power required by the building  at least for five hours. 

We are using solar power largly where heat is to generated like solar heater where the quality of 
the power generated is not relevant if heat is to be provided ,but for other applications where quality of 
power matters like sophisticated appliances (mobiles ,laptops etc) DC production from Inverters 
through filters consists of lots of harmonics due to improper and inefficient way of filtering out the 
harmonics practically. So researcher propose a system that uses DC power directly from PhotoVoltaics, 
condition them to obtain more quality power,which will be easier  because now we are filtering a DC 
waveform.

1.Decentralised solutions for developing economics. Springer proceddings in energy.2015.
2.Wiley: Multiterminals DC grid by Nilanjan, Balarko, RajatMajumdar, AmirnaserYazdani.IEEE press.
3.Photovoltaic Systems by James.P.Dunlop.

1.www.ece.vt.edu
2.www.solarnanogrid.org
3.www.greentechleadership.org
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